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Summary, The paper gives such an iterative method for special Chebyshev approximations 
that its order of convergence is ^ 2 . Somewhat comparable results are found in [1] and [2], 
based on another idea. 
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1. THE ITERATION 
The fixed symbols are as follows: 
[a, b] eR, a closed and bounded interval; 
f(x), a continuous function on \a, b] ; 
gi(x,) g2(x),..., gn(x), a Chebyshev system of continuous functions on [a, b\; 
A*, A*,..., A*, the coefficients of the best Chebyshev approximation; 
e(x) = A* gi(x) + ... + A* gn(x) — f(x), the error function of the best Chebyshev 
approximation; 
x*, x*,..., x*+1, a sequence of extremal points, where a ^ x* < x* < . . . < x*+1 ^ 
^ b and e(x*) = -e(x*+ x), j = 1,2, ...,n . 
Definition 1.1. Assume thatf(x), gx(x), ..., gn(x) are twice continuously differenti-
able on [a, b]. The extremal point x* is called a simple extremal point, if 
e'(x*) #- 0 , if x* = a or b ; 
e'(x*) = 0 and e"(x*) =j= 0 , if JC* 4= a or b . 
The number of different determinants in the formula of our iteration is 2n + 2. 
These determinants differ from one another in the first row only. For the determinants 





0 gi(xi) g2(xf) 
1 gi(xi) g2(xx) 
- 1 gi(^2) g2(*2) 
( - 1 ) " gi(xn+1) g2(xn+1) 
i = 1,2, ...,?i + 1 ; 
0 gi'(xi) g2(x£) 
1 gi(*i) 02(*i) 
- 1 gi(^2) g2(^2) 
(-1)" glvx,J+1) g2(x,J+1) 
i = 1, 2, ..., n + 1 . 
Љ) /'(*) 
g,Jлl) f(xí) 
g»(x2) / (x 2 ) 
gn^Л+i) Д x и + 1 ) 
gn(*i) /"(Xi) 
g«(*i) / ( * i ) 
g,.(x2) Дx 2) 
g»(*»+l) Д*»+l) 
Our iteration starts from x1
0), x(2
0), ..., x(°+\ and its aim is to compute the sequence 
x*, x*, •••>x*+i- (-4*, •••>̂4* a r e determined from x*, ...,x*+1 by solving a linear 
system of equations.) The connection of the auxiliary variables w, v of the iteration 
with xx = a and xn + 1 = b is given by the following formulas: 
u = a + \J(xi ~ a) 
v = b - ^(b - x„+1) Ü' 
(0) 
= я + vo 
= ь - V(ь 
4°>-a) 1 
f> -4l\)\' 
x[J) = a + (w0 ) - af\ , M* = a + _7(x? - a) 
x<>+\ = b - (t>«> - b)
2} t>* = b - V(b - x?+1) 
The formula of our iteration is as follows: 
0...g'k(x1)...f"(x1) (u — a) 
u = u 0...g'k(x1)...f'(x1) + 2(u - a)2 
0...gl(x1)...f(x1) 
X; = X ; 
0...g'k(xl)...f'(xl) 
, i = 2,3, ...,п ; 
o...^(x,)...r(xf) 
* * * 
(U _ b \ |
0 - " ^ ( X n + l ) " - / , ( ; ) C « + l ) 
v = V 
0...g'k(xn + 1)...f'(xn+1) -2(v - b)2 
0...gl(xn+1)...f"(xn+1) 
* * * 
In the end of this part we remark that throughout the paper the order of convergence 
is used like the Q-order in [3]. 
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2. TWO THEOREMS FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ITERATION 
Theorem 2.1, Assume that f(x), gi(x), ..., gn(x) are four times continuously 
differentiate on [a, b] and x*, x*, . . . , x* + 1 are simple extremal points. If 8 is 
a sufficiently small positive number and |x* — xj 0 ) | < 8, x(1
0) ^ a, xj^1 ^ b, 
j = 1, 2, ..., n + 1, then lhe iteration is convergent and the order of the conver-
gence is = 2. 
Proof. In the first place we shall prove that x* = {xf, . . . ,x*+ 1} satisfies the 
equations of our iteration. To this aim we show: 
(a) Ifx* 4= a or b, then x* satisfies the equation 
0...gk(xi)...f'(xì) 
but x* does not satisfy the equation 
\0...gl(xi)...f"(xi) 
= 0 
= 0 . 
We can see that x* satisfies the system of equations 
'A* g[(x*) + ... +A* g'„(x*) 
A* gx(x*) + ... + A* gn(x*) 
sf'(x*) +0. d* = 0, 
sf(x*) + d* = 0 , 
At gi(x*+1) + ... + A* g„(x*+1) - 5f(x*+1) + ( -1 ) " d* = 0 , 
since e'(x*) = 0 and e(x*) — (— 1)J d* = 0, j = 1, 2 , . . . , n + 1. Our system of 
equations is linear in the variables A*,..., A*, s, d* and has a nontrivial solution. 
Therefore the determinant of the homogeneous linear system of equations equals 0, 
thus the first property of x* is proved. Moreover, x* satisfies the system of equations 
A* g'i(x*) + ... + A„* g'n(x*) - sf"(x*) + 0 . d* = c , 
At gt(x*) + ... +A*n g„(x*) - sf(x*) + d* = 0, 
A*gi(x*n+l)+ ... + A*ngn(x*n+l) - sf(x*n+l) + (-\)"d* = 0, 
since e"(x*) = c + 0 and e(x*) -(-i)J d* = 0, j = 1, 2 , . . . , n + 1. The in-
homogeneous linear system of equations is solvable for the variables A*,..., A*, s, d*. 
Besides, 
9l(x*) ... g"n(x*) 0 c 
9i(x*) • . . gn(xX) 1 o + 0 ^ 
g ^ i ) ••• ^ : + i ) ( - i > 6 
since by a well-known property of the Chebyshev system the sign of the determinant 
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glЫ ... gиO-л) 
giЫ ••• gиЫ 
is permanent if a g Z\ < z2 < 
Hence 
< z„ < 
Ш) f"(4) 
гK) /(*î) * o , 
0i(*„*+i) . . . ^ ( x „ * + i ) / K * + i ) ( - l )
n 
and the second property of x* is proved. 
(b) If x* = a, then x* does not satisfy the equation 
o . . . g / ; (x 1 ) . . .r (x 1 ) | _ 0 
The proof is similar to the former case (starting from the equations e'(x*) = c + 0 
ande(x*) ~(~l)Jd* = 0, j = 1,2, . . . , n + 1). 
(c) If x*+! = b, then x* does not satisfy the equation 
o...g'k(xn+1)...f'(x„+1) 
We can get this result from the equations e'(x*+1) = c + 0 and e(xj) - (— l)
y d* = 
= 0,7 = 1,2, . . . , n + 1. 
Now, if we analyse the cases 
x* + a(=> u* 4= a), x*+1 =1= b(=> v* + b) ; 
x* = a(=> u* = a), x*+1 + b(=> v* + b) ; 
x* + a(=> u* 4= a), x*+1 = b(=> v* = b) ; 
x* = a(=> u* = a) , x*+1 = b(=> tr* = b) , 
then we can see that x* indeed satisfies the equations of our iteration. 
Moreover, we shall prove that all partial derivatives of our iterative functions 
equal 0 at £* = {u*, x*, ..., x*, v*}. (In the formulas, xx and xM+1 are used for the 
sake of convenience only.) To this end we employ the following properties (£ = 
= {u, x 2 , . . . , x n , !>}): 









* * * 
if i = 2, 3, . . . , л + 1. 
(2) F o г ; = 2,3, . . . ,и, 
->«/*) = 
дx̂  
0...aj;(x i).../'(x í) 
0 ...gk(Xl) ...f'(Xi) 
0 ^ ( x , ) . . . T(xt) 
2(и - a) - 1 gfc(x2)... f(x2) 
(-l)" . . .g Ł (x n + 1 ) . . ./(x n + 1 ) 
0...gi'(x,.).../"(x 
if i = 2, 3,..., n and i = j ; 
-></*) = ŕ-ćbc, 
0...g^(x;)...T(x() 
* * * 
0 ...g^(x;) .../'(*,) 
1 ...g t(x.) .../(x.) 
(-lV- 2 . . .g t (x ; _ 1 ). . ./(x y _ 1 ) 
0 ...g'k(xj) ...f'(Xj) 
( - i y . . . g t ( x y + 1 ) . . . / ( x J + 1 ) 
( - 1 ) " . . . g , ( x n + 1 ) . . . / ( x n + 1 ) 
if i = 1, 2 , . . . , n + 1 and i =j= j . 





° —ØfclA+i)—T(x„+ 1) 
-W*)=--
õv 
= - 2 ( u - b) 
0...g'k(xi)...f'(xi) 
0...gl(xn+1)...f"(xn+1) 
* * * 
= -2(v - b) 
0 ...gk(Xl) ...f'(Xi) 
1 ...gk(Xl) ...f(Xl) 
(-ìy-1...gk(x„) ...f(x„) 
o •••g'k(x„+1)...f'(xn+1) 
if i = 1, 2, ..., n. 
(4) Among the functions Du(£) of (1) —(3) the values of n(n + 1) — 2 functions 
equal 0 at £*. 
Namely, 
Dn(Z*) = 0 , if i = 2 , 3 , . . . , n ; 
Dn(St*) = 0 , if i = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1; I = 2, 3, . . . , n and i + j ; 
Din+1(£*) = 0 , if i = 2 , 3 , . . . , n . 
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For example, D21(**) = 0 because u ± , , „ , . , ,« , . 
e'(x*) = 0, e (x ; ) - ( - 1 Y
 d * - °> ; = 2, 3 , . . . , „ + 1 we obtain 
0 - 9 Í ( * 2 ) . . .T (x2 ) 
0 -eí(x.) .../'(*.) 
•J -0 . .(xa) .. ./(x2) 
(-
= 0 
] ) n • • • ^ ( ^ + l ) . . . / ( ^ + l ) | 
=> D21(x*) = 0, or u, = a => Z>2i(**) = 0. In the other n(n + 1) - 3 cases the proof 
is quite similar to the proof if D21(jfc*) = o. 
(5) (v - b) Dn+11(**) - 0 and (u - a) Z>lfl+1(**) = 0 , 
since v 4= b => e'(x*+i) = 0 and w 4. a => e'(x*) = 0. 
If we now determine the partial derivatives of our iterative functions (as derivatives 
of fractional functions), then we can see (using (1) —(5) and (a)-(c)) that they equal 
0 at x*. By using Theorem 10.1.7 of [3] the proof can be completed. 
Theorem 2.2. Let gx(x) = 1, g2(x) = x, ..., g„(x) = x""
1, where n = 2. Assume 
that f(x) is four continuously differentiable on [a, b], and f(n)(x) exists on [a, b] 
and f(n)(x) 4= 0, V x e ( a , b). If d is a sufficiently small positive number and 
k* - * H < d> J = 2 ' 3 ' ••-n and * (i0) = a ( = w(0) = w* = xt) , 4+1 = 
= b(= J „(0) = „* x*+1), then the iteration is convergent (the limit is the unique 
solution x*, x*, ..., x*+1 Of our problem) and the order of the convergence is —2. 
Proof. If we prove that sequence x*, x*, ..., x*+1 is unique and x* = a, x*+ x = b 
and the points x*, j = 1, 2, ..., n + 1 are simple extremal points, then by Theorem 
2.1. the proof is complete. The above mentioned properties of [x*, x*, ..., x*+1} 
are proved in two parts. 
(1) If e'(x) = 0 has at least n roots on [a, b], then e"(x) = 0 has at least n — 1 roots 
on (a, b) => ... => e(n)(x) = f(n)(x) = 0 has at least one root on (a, b). Hence x* = a, 
x*+1 = b and the sequence x*, x*, ..., x* is unique and x*, x*+ x are simple extremal 
points. 
(2) Ife"(x*) = 0 , J G { 2 , 3, ...,n}, then (since e'(x*) = 0, j = 2, 3, ..., n) e"(x) = 0 
has at least n — 1 roots on (a, b) => ... => e(M)(x) = / ( n )(x) = 0 has at least one root 
on (a, b). Hence x*, j = 2, 3, ..., n are simple extremal points. 
3. REMARKS FOR NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS 
First we comment on the number of operations of one iterative step. The determi-
nants require 3 (n + l ) 2 new values of the functions gf(x),/(x), g-(x), /
r (x) , g'l(x), 
f"(x) in one iterative step. In addition, we must execute approximately 2(n + l)3/3 + 
+ 2(n + 1) (n + 2)2 < 3(n + 2)3 arithmetic operations, if we use the simple 
Gauss-elimination for the determination of values of the 2(n + l)determinants. 
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(The value of an nth order determinant can be computed by ~2rc3/3 arithmetic 
operations in the case of simple Gauss-elimination.) The number of operations 
of our method is essentially fixed by the above two facts. 
The use of our iteration is recommended in two versions. 
(1) If the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are fulfilled, then we can make a trial with 
the initial values 
x ( 0 ) = a ,(0) _ 
a + b b — a 
+ cos ҡ 
n-j+1 
2, 3, . . . , n ; 
A°h 
We have used the iteration in the following 12 examples: 
f(x) = ex , [a, b] = [0, 1] , n = 2, 3, 4, 5, ; 
f(x) = In x, [a, b] = [1, e] , n = 2, 3, 4, 5 ; 
f(x) = sin x, [a, b] = [0, TT/4] , n = 2, 3, 4, 5 . 
(The iteration is convergent in each of these cases.) 
(2) If we have a problem and have already computed "sufficiently much" by 
a certain convergent (and slow) method, then we can compute a very accurate 
approximation of {x*, x 2 , ..., x*+1} in a few steps. Now we show a simple example 
for this version. Let [a, b] = [ —1-2, 1-3], f(x) = x 4 — 2x2 + x, gx(x) = 1, 
g2(x) = x. (The exact solution is x* = — 1, x2 = 0, x* = 1.) Here we must compute 
the values of the determinants 
0 0 1 f'(Xi) 
1 1 xx f(x±) 
-1 1 x 2 f(x2) 
1 1 x3 f(x3) 
abd 
0 0 0 /"(*,) 
1 1 X! f(xj 
- 1 1 x2 f(x2) 
1 1 x 3 Д x 3 ) 
(i = 1, 2, 3) 
in each of the iterative steps. Hence, first we compute 9 new values of the functions 
f(x), f'(x)J',(x) in every iterative step. (The values g/xf), g
fj(xt), g}(xt), j = 1,2; 
i = 1, 2, 3 are given without computation.) Then the determination of values of the 
six determinants needs 109 arithmetic operations, if we do not use the special features 
of this example. (3(n + 2) 3 = 192.) If we start with the values 
then we get 
and 
x ( 0 ) = - 0 - 9 , x(2
0) = 0-l, x ( 0 ) = 0-9, 
X(D -= -0-9914, x
(
2
1} = 0-0021, x(3
1} = 0-9973 
XW = _ 0-99986 , x
(
2
2) = 0-00003 Д2) 0-99998 
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Ѕ о u h r n 
RYСHLÉ ITERАСE PRO ЅTEЈNOМ RNOU АPROXIMАСI 
ҒERENС KÁLOVIСЅ 
V сìánku je pоdánа iterасní metоdа prо ѕpeсiální Čebyѕevоvy аprоximасe, jejíž řád kоnveг-
genсе jе ^ 2. 
P е з ю м е 
БЫСTPАЯ ИTEPАЦИЯ ДЛЯ PАBHOMEPHOЙ АППPOKСИMАЦИИ 
FERENС KАLOVIСЅ 
B статье изложен итеpационный метод для специальной аппpоксимации Чебышева, поpядок 
сxодимости котоpого ^ 2 . 
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